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ABSTRACT.   For each proper map / of a topological m-manifold M into a

topological rj-manifold Q, m < (2/3)q — 1/3, we build an approximating map g

such that the set of singularities S of g is a locally finite simplicial (2m — <j)-com-

plex locally tamely embedded in M, g(S) is another locally finite complex g\:

S —>"* g(S) is a piecewise linear map and g is a locally flat embedding on the com-

plement of S.

Furthermore if f\dM is a locally flat embedding then we construct g so that

it agrees with / on dM even when /(3iW) meets Int Q n /(Int M).

In addition we present two other general position lemmas.  Also, we show

that given two codimension > 3 locally flat topological submanifolds M and V of a

topological manifold Q, dim M + dim V — dim Q < 3, then we can move M so

that M and V are transverse in Q.

1. Introduction.  In this paper we shall define "general position" for the

topological category and we shall establish some general position lemmas. The

only tool that we shall use for this is the codim > 3 Taming Lemma 2.2 of Bryant,

Seebeck, Cernavsku, Homma and Miller.

We list the results and definitions:

Definition. Let g: M —*■ Q he a continuous map of an nj-manifold into a

q-manifold. We say that g is in general position if there exists locally finite com-

plexes Km and Kq, which are closed subsets of M and Q, respectively, such that

(i) Km is the singular set of g,

(ii) dim Km<2m - q,

(iii) g sends Km piecewise linearly onto Kq, and

(iv) g\M - Km is a locally flat embedding.

Furthermore, for each xEKm there are locally flat m-and <7-simplices Am

and Aa in M and Q respectively, x G Am, such that

(v) g sends Am piecewise linearly into Aq, and
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(vi) the PL structures of Km and Kq are compatible with those of Am and

Ag respectively.

Definition. A continuous map /: X —*■ Y is proper if the inverse of each

compact set is a compact set. A homotopy /: X x / —> Y is proper if the inverse

of each compact set is compact.

The main result of this paper is:

Topological General Position Lemma 1. Let f: M -*Q be a proper

map of an m-manifold into a q-manifold, m < (2¡3)q — 1/3, «2 < c7 - 3 and let

e: M —*■ (0, 1) be a given continuous function.   Then there is a general position

map g: M—> Q such that d(f(x), g(x)) < e(x), for each x EM, and g is properly

homotopic to f.

Definition. Let g: K —» Q be a continuous proper map of a locaUy finite

k-complex into a q-manifold. We say that g is in general position if there is a

locally finite complex Kq, which is embedded as a closed subset of Q such that

(i) g sends K piecewise linearly onto K ;

(ii) the singular set of g has dimension < 2k - q;

(hi)  for each point x G K there is a neighborhood, N(g(x)), of g(x) and a

homeomorphism hx sending N(g(x)) onto a q -simplex such that hx ° g is a PL

map on some neighborhood of the point x.

General Position Lemma 2. Let f: K —*■ Q be a continuous map of a

finite k-complex into a q-manifold, k < q - 3, and let e > 0 be given.   Then there

is a general position map g: K —* Q such that d(f(x), g(x)) < e, for each x E K

and g is homotopic to f.

Furthermore if K' is a subcomplex of K and f\K' is already a general posi-

tion map then we construct g such that g\K' = f\K'.

Remark.   This General Position Lemma 2 is basicaUy a coroUary of the

codim > 3 Taming Lemma 2.2 and as such it is part of the folklore. (We provide

a proof herein because we need and use this lemma in another paper.)

General Position Lemma 3. Let Mm and Vv be topological m-and v-

manifolds embedded as locally flat closed subsets of a topological q-manifold Q.

Let M be compact, m, v < q - 3 and 0 = dM = bV = oQ.  Given an e > 0 there

is an e-push P on M in Q and a finite (m + v - q)<omplex K such that P(M) n

V = K and each simplex of K is a locally flat subset of M, V and Q.

HoUingsworth and Sher [Hl-Sh] have shown that the triangulation techniques

of Kirby and Siebenmann has the foUowing lemma as a consequence:

Lemma 1.1. Let K be a finite complex embedded in the interior of a mani-

fold M.  Let each simplex of K be a locally flat subset ofM, dim K < 3, dim M > 5
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and 3 + dim K < dim M.  Then there is a PL manifold N which is a locally flat

subset ofM, dim N = dim M,K E Int N and N is a PL regular neighborhood of K.

Combining General Position Lemma 3 with Lemma 1.1 and PL block trans-

versality we will establish:

Theorem 1.2. Let M and V be topological m-and v-manifolds embedded as

locally flat closed subsets of a topological q-manifold Q. Let M be compact, let

w = m + v - q; suppose

q-3>v>5,   q-3>m>5,   w < 3   and   0 = dM = oV = dQ.

Given an e > 0 there is an e-push P on M in Q such that W'.= P(M) n V is a PL

w-manifold, dW = 0. In addition there are PL block bundles r¡q~v\ W and

%q~m\W and an embedding of their Whitney sum h: t] © %\W c_> Q such that

h\W=l,     h(Tiq-v\W)EP(M)   and   h(^~m\W)EV.

Remark. Kirby and Siebenmann have a topological transversality theorem

which is valid when the submanifolds do not have dimension 4, but their theorem

requires that one of the submanifolds has a normal microbundle neighborhood in Q.

Outline of proof. Here we may apply Lemma 1.1 to the complex K E

P(M), V and Q of General Position Lemma 3 obtaining PL regular neighborhoods

Nm E P(M), NVEV and Nq C Q of K. Let Nv and Nm be sufficiently small so

that they are contained in Nq. Now Nm U^. N" is a polyhedron nicely embedded

in Nq. Therefore the Taming Lemma 2.2 provides a small push Px on Nq such

that Px(Nm Ujj. N°) is a sub complex ofNq. Theorem 1.2 follows immediately

from this and Rourke and Sanderson's PL block transversality theory [R-S]

applied to Px(Nm) and P^N") in Nq.

We shall present our proofs in the order of increasing difficulty. General

Position Lemma 2 is basically a corollary of the codim ~> 3 Taming Lemma 2.2.

The proof of General Position Lemma 3 is moderately easy. But the proof of

Topological General Position Lemma 1 is sufficiently subtle that the author does

not know how to establish this lemma outside the metastable (2/3rds) range. In

§6 we present two generalizations of Topological General Position Lemma 1.

2. Background. Here we shall present some definitions and theorems which

will be used in the proof of the General Position Lemmas.

Note.   "PL" is a shorthand for piecewise linear.

Definition. A standard representation of a neighborhood of a compact

subset X, of an «-manifold, M", is a collection of compact subsets {N-,I-,M!-,

Mj,j = 1,2, ... ,r} of M such that (see figure):

(1) NX=IX= M'l, M\=0 and Nr D X;
(2) I is a locally flat n-cell in M;
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(3) JTClJ/Int/,*
(4) M'j U M'- = Ij and there is a homeomorphism /• of L onto an «-simplex

A" such that i¡(M'j) and ij(Mj' ) ate combinatorial submanifolds-with-boundary of

some rectilinear subdivision of A";

(5) NjENj_x U /,.,/>/;

(6) IntA^DJT-Um^Int/^;

(7) M'¡ D Ij - Nj_ , and Mj C Int A,_,, / > 1 ;

(8) M;nJTcUm>/Int/m;
(9) d{M¡',Nj-Ij)>0,j>l.

Furthermore, in this paper, we shaU let each /., 2 </ < r, have three buffer

zones or bands B¡, B¡, B¡' where I}, ij, l'¡, B¡ and B¡' fit together as

/y-i-i.ir,   /;-=[-2,2]M,   //-=[_3,3]'w,

5/ = // - /,,      B'¡ = I'; -1]   and   B, = [-(3/2), 3/2] * - /,.

Additionally when Ij meets 9M we want I¡ C /;î C ij D 3M n L" to be like

(homeomorphic with)

[0,1] x [-1.1]"*-1 C [0,2] x [-2.2]"*-1

C [0,3] x [-3,3]m-- D {0} x [-3,3]m_1.

Note. The shaded area is N_x - Nj

Theorem 2.1. For each compact subset X of a manifold there is a standard

representation of some neighborhood of X. Furthermore, //{/■,/= 1, 2, ..., r}

is a particular set of locally-flat n-cells in M such that X E |K= l Int L, then some

neighborhood of X has a standard representation whose collection of Ûs is the

given set.
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Proof. Suppose that X is a compact subset of an n-manifold with boundary

M.  The hypothesis of Theorem 2.1 or the compactness of X will yield a finite

set of locally flat n-cells {L,j = 1,2, ... ,r} in M whose interiors cover X.

Thus (2) and (3) are satisfied.

We begin by setting Nx = Ix = Mx, and M'x = 0; thus most of (1) is satis-

fied.

We will construct the A^'s, M''s and M." 's by induction. We assume that

Nj_, is known and satisfies (6). Therefore

XnMj_x EX- lntNj_x E \J  lntlm,
m>j

and

Zv}_, U/U   IntzJ DXDIjHX.
\m >j )

Thus Ij n X is contained in the union of two sets, one of which

(Um»/ Int lm) ^ X is °Pen in % an(i contains the boundary in X of the second

(Ij n ZVy^) n A". Therefore we may find a closed subset .4 of Z;- such that

Cl(/y - Nj_,) C Int ii    and   ^njcU   Int Im.
m>j

Let B = Cl(Ij - A). Thus B C Int Zv}_ j.

One may now use some basic theory of regular neighborhoods (e.g. see

Theorem 2.11 of [Hd]) in order to "expand" A and B into "combinatorial sub-

manifolds" Mj' and Mj respectively of I- such that (4), (7) and (8) are satisfied.

Condition (8) implies that there is an open set 0¡ such that

(10) XI~\M¡'EOjEClOjE (J   IntZm.
m>j

We are now ready to define A^-, namely

(H) Nj = Cl(Nj_x-Oj)UIj.

A brief checking of (10) and (11) will show that (5), (6) and (7) are satisfied.

We have shown that all conditions of a standard representation are satisfied.

Therefore Theorem 2.1 is established.

Zeeman's Unknotting Ball Theorem [Z]. Let Bm E Bq be PL m-

and-q-balls, q > m + 3 and dBm = Bm nbBq.  Then there is an onto PL homeo-

morphism

h: {Iq = Im xIq-m,Im)-»(Bq,Bm).

Definition.   A map /: K —*■ Q of a polyhedron K into a topological mani-

fold Q is a nice map if there is a triangulation of f(K) such that: /: K —> f(K)
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is piecewise linear and for each simplex o EK, f(o) is a locally flat subset of Q.

We shall be using the next lemma in order to "straighten" nice maps.

Taming Lemma 2.2 (Bryant, Seebeck, Cernavskil, Homma and MiUer). Let

K be a k-complex in the interior of a combinatorial q-manifold Q, k < q - 3. Let

the interior of each simplex of K be locally flat in Q and let e > 0. Then there

is an ambient e-isotopy

[Ht: Q -wQ, tE [0,1] and#0 = 1}

such that

(i) Hx | K is piecewise linear, and

(ü) Ht(x) = (x), d(x, K) > e and tE [0,1].

Furthermore, if L is a subcomplex of both K and Q, then we may insist that

Hx\L = l.

Remark.   This Taming Lemma 2.2 is a corollary of the theorems of

[Br-Sb], [Ml] , [Cr-2] and [Br]. Of course [Br-Sb] uses the ideas of [Hm]. The

case k < (2¡3)q - 1 of Taming Lemma 2.2 is established in [Cr-1].

Definitions.  An ambient isotopy of a space Q is a continuous map

H: Q x I' —> Q, such that if we set ht(x) = H(x, t), then ht is a homeomorphism

of Q onto itself, for each t EL

We say that ha is "ambient isotopic" to hb, for a, b El.

An ambient e-isotopy of Q is an ambient isotopy which satisfies the addi-

tional condition:

d(ht(x), x) < e,   for each x G Q, t E I.

A push is an ambient isotopy of a space Q such that for some compact

proper subset A of Q,

ht(x) = x,   fot allx EQ-A and t El,

and «0 = 1. An e-push P of A is an ambient e-isotopy of Q such that

ht(x) - x,   when d(x, A)> e,tEI

and «0 = 1. Also F(x) = «,(x).

3. Proof of General Position Lemma 2. Let /, K and Q satisfy the hypothe-

sis of this lemma. Let {I¡, M¡, M", N¡,i= 1,2,..., r} be a standard representa-

tion for Q and let each I¡ be contained in a Euclidean neighborhood Ef. Let Kx,

. . . , Kr be subcomplexes of K such that

(J K¡ = K   and   f(K¡) C Interior I¡,      i = 1, 2, . . . , r.
i=i
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We shall proceed inductively building general position mapsg,-: (Jj=, K¡ -* Q,

such that g¡(Kj) EE¡, j = 1,2, ... ,i.

First we observe that since g\K' is already a general position map that for

each simplex A of K' (possibly after subdivision of K') that g sends A piecewise

linearly into some "patch", interior Iq, in Q.  As a consequence of Zeeman's Un-

knotting Ball Theorem (in §2) we see that /(Int A) is a locally flat subset of Q.

Thus we shall be able to use the Taming Lemma (in §2) on f\K¡ n K': K¡ n K'

-*Ef.
Step 1. As just noted we may use Taming Lemma 2.2 in order to obtain a

push Px on f{Kx C\K') such that

Px °f\Kx OK': Kx nK'-*Iq

is piecewise linear. Let gx : Kx —* Iq he a general position piecewise linear map

which extends Pt ° f\Kx n K' and approximates /.

Induction Assumption.  Assume that we have constructed g¡_x : K' U

\J'jZ \ Kj —» Q as a general position map such that

gi_x\K' = f\K'   and   g¡_x(Kj)EEf,     /= 1,2./- 1.

Step i.   Let K\ = K, C\ (K' U |Jj'-} Kj). As before we may use the Taming

Lemma 2.2 in order to obtain a push P¡ on ¿,i_ j(ZCÍ ) in Ef so that P¡ o g¡_ x \ :

K¡ —*■ Ef is piecewise linear. Let g\: K¡ —» Ef be a general position piecewise

linear map which extends P¡ ° g¡_ x | K¡ and approximates /.

Let^.: K' U lj;:=i K¡ -* Q he defined by

(prxog'(x),      xEK,

g¡{x) = { f-l

{g¡.x{x), XEK'UU  Kj.
/=i

Clearly g. is a well-defined general position map of the type needed for our induc-

tion. So the induction works,

gr:K = K'U IJ *,->&      g,\K' = f[K'
i=i

and gr is a general position map.

Since the euclidean patches Ef are convex gr will be homotopic to /. This

completes the proof of General Position Lemma 2.

Remark. In a manner analogous to the one we shall use at the end of the

proof of the Topological General Position Lemma 1, it is easily shown that General

Position Lemma 2,is also valid when /: K —> Q is a proper map and K is a locally

finite complex.

4. Proof of General Position Lemma 3.  Let M, V and Q he as in the state-

ment of this lemma. Choose a standard representation {N", I", V¡, Vj',j =1,2,
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. . . , s} of a neighborhood of the compact subset M C\ V of the manifold V such

that each ft has a euclidean neighborhood Ef = Ev x Eq~" where 1: ft a+Ev

and diam E9 < e (courtesy of Theorem 2.1). That we can find such a collection

{19} follows from the local flatness of V in Q.

We shaU perform an induction on these A^'s of this standard representation

as foUows:

Inductive Statement An. There is a set of « pushes {Px, . . . , Pn}

where eachF;. is an (e/s)-push on Vj' in F? such that Int N% and Pn ° Pn_x ° • • •

° Px (M) are in general position and

VnPn°Pn-t° ...°Pl(M)ENvs.

Thus statement As will establish the lemma.

Preliminaries for proof that statement A„_x, implies statement An, n = 2,

. . . , s. Let

Kn_x =Pn_xo...o Pl{M) n lnt(N"„_x).

Statement An_x implies that Kn_x is a locaUy finite complex which has a nice

proper embedding in Int N^_x.

Now Kn _ j has a subcomplex K*_ x which "approximates" Kn_xC\V'nin the

sense that Kn_x C\V¿C K%_x E Kn_x Pi E^. Therefore Taming Lemma2.2 provides

a push on K*_x in E^ which sends K*_x onto a polyhedron in E^. Therefore

without loss of generality we may assume that K*_x is a subcomplex of E^ and

hence Kn_x C\ V'n is a subcomplex of subdivisions of both Kn_x and V'n.

This completes the preliminaries for showing that statement An_x implies

statement An.

Now for each integer « = 1, 2, . . . , s, there is a standard representation

SNm    jm   jur>     m" ■  i = I  2 k \
tlyn,i> 1n,i' mn,i'mn,i' *      l> *•* * * * ' "w

of Pn_x o • • • o PX(M) n F^' in M. We shaU perform an inner induction on

these A^-'s as foUows:

Inductive Statement Bnl. There is a coUection

{F"V is an (e/sfc„)-push on the image of Mj in F£, j = 1,2,..., kn]

and, if we set

s   ■ = P' ■ o        o p' , o p    , o .   . o p,.

then g„ ¿(Int A^1,) and F^ are in general position in F^. In addition

In n ín,iW C iKn-l n O U ?«.l(^„)

and g   . agrees with F„_j on N^ - V"n.
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Thus for each n the statement Bn k   will establish the statement An so we

now show that statement Bn ¡_x implies statement B„ ¡. For this we work entirely

in Eq where V n Eq = E^, a u-dimensional vector subspace.

Statement Bn ¡_x implies that there is a finite subcomplex L* t_x of E^ t~>

gni_x{lnt /V™,_t) which "approximates" E^ n gnii_x{M'ni) in the sense that

K n Sn,i-i(-K,i) c Lit- i c ^ n *„,,_ ,(Int NZ-1)

and L* ¡_x is nicely embedded in V, Q and the image of M. Therefore the Taming

Lemma 2.2 provides a small push on g„~j-i{L* ,_ i) H M'n ¡ in M which pushes a

small neighborhood of g~x¡_x{L* ¡_x) n ilf^ f onto a subpolyhedron of a euclidean

neighborhood of I™¡. Therefore without loss of generality we may assume that

the set defined as

(4.1) LnA_, = L*ti_x n *„,,_,«,) = zr» n *„,,_!«,)

is a subcomplex of both L* ¡_x and gn¡i_x{M'n ¡).

Therefore Lni_x is nicely embedded in E^ and, by the Taming Lemma 2.2

again, we may assume, without loss of generality, that Ln ¡_x is also a subcomplex

ofJÇ.
The clever idea of this proof is that we have not arranged things (with the

aid of (4.1)) so that the set

is a complex nicely embedded in Eq.

The Taming Lemma 2.2 provides an (e/2sz„)-push Z'V of gni_ x(M'ni) in Eq

such that

(a) P"ni moves Rn¡_x onto a subcomplex of Zi^;

(b) P"n j moves no point of E¡¡; and

(c) *¿ •*„,,-,!: K.t-+Bi * PL.
Now the Taming Lemma 2.2 provides an (e/2szw)-push Z>"f of P'^ ¡gn i_xtyfn' ¡)

in Eq such that

Pm P" v        I- Im —*■ Fq
rn,irn,iSn,i-V- 1n,i       £n

is PL and in PL-general-position with respect to E^ and such that

KAKßnj.AKi - <«•)) nK -1.

Now Z>¿ ,- = P*,. o P¿' ; is the push demanded by statement Bn ¡ since both

P"ni and P™, preserve the intersection of E¡¡ with the image of M'n ¡ and P™(.

places the image of M'¿¡ in general position with respect to E%.

This establishes statement Bni, 1-1,2,... ,in. We set Pn = P¿ fc   °

" " * ° P'n,2 ° P'n,i an(ltnen statements A n, n = 1, 2, . . . , s, are established.
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FinaUy statement As establishes General Position Lemma 3.

5. Proof of Topological General Position Lemma 1. In this section we shall first

establish the Topological General Position Lemma 1 for the case when M is compact

and e(x) is a constant function, i.e. e(x) = e > 0. FoUowing this we shaU indicate

how the noncompact case foUows from the compact case.

The epsüontics wiU be omitted from the proof. The reader may easily fiU

them in.

Proof of Topological General Position Lemma 1. Case (i) M is

compact.

Let /, M, and Q satisfy the hypotheses of the lemma and let M he compact.

Let {I¡, M¡, M", N¡, i = 1, . . . , r} he a standard representation of M such that

each /(/,") is contained in some Euclidean open set Ef of Q (see Theorem 2.1).

The proof is a double induction, namely;

Big Induction. We shaU construct approximations #;: M-> Q of /, i = 1,

2, . . . , r, such that g¡\lnt N¡ is a general position map without triple points.

Little Induction.  We shaU construct approximations g„: M-* Q of g¡_x

j = 1,2,. .., i - 1, and smaU pushesP{j of (Q,gij_x(Ij)), j = 1,. .. , i - 1

such that

(i) gJlnt N- U I- - B¡ is a general position map; and

(ii) g¡j\I¡ = g¡tX \I¡ (= g¡I¡) is a piecewise linear general position map of I¡

into Ef E Q;

(rn) t?,/l^-// = Vy_1IJVi-//;
(iv) ¿"y lint N¡ has no triple points;

(v) gijix) = gU-iix),xEM- \Jk<iIk and/> 1.

AU that we have to do in order to prove General Position Lemma 1 is to

indicate how to do the steps of this double induction. Here goes: (note: The

subscripts i and / wiU refer to the Big Induction and the Little Induction, respec-

tively).

Step i = I. Approximate f\Ix : Ix —> Ef C Q by a piecewise linear general

position map. Extend this map to all of M obtaining gx : M—>Q.

Step i = 2.  Beginning,   (i) Let Sx he the singularities of gx\Nx. Then

there is a subpolyhedron K of Ix such that Sx n l'2 C K C Sx O I2. One may

use Taming Lemma 2.2 in order to find a smaU push P of (f2, K) such

that P(K) is a subpolyhedron of I2. Therefore without loss of generality we may

assume that Sx n I2 is a subpolyhedron of I2 and that the triangulations of Ix

and l'2 ate compatible on Sx D l'2.

(ii) We can construct a small push F of (Q, gx(M2)) such that Pgx\M2: M2

-*E\ E Q is a piecewise linear map. This follows from Taming Lemma

2.2, Steps / = 1 and (i) above. Thus, without loss of generality we may assume
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thatgx\M2: M2 -* E\ E Q is a piecewise linear map.

(iii) Extend gx\M'2 to a piecewise linear general position map g2: I2 -*-E$,

such that

(5.1) Z2{I2 - M>2) n SidSi - h) n N2) - 0

using the dimension restriction m < (2/3)t7 — (1/3) and Lemma 5 of [D], namely.

Lemma 5.1. Let f be a map of an r-complex K into a combinatorial n-mani-

fold M.  Let X be the finite union of tame s-complexes in M, r + s < n. If e > 0

is given, then there is a piecewise linear map g: K -*■ M such that g(K) D X = 0

and d(g, f) < e.

Furthermore, if L is a subcomplex of K such that f\L is already piecewise

linear and f(L) n X = 0, then g\L = f\L.

We shall finish Step / = 2 after we complete:

Step i = 2 and j = 1. Let K2 be a subpolyhedron of Ix such that

Closure^ - Z2] D f~x(Eq)E K2 E [Z, - Z2 - B2] n f~x(Eq).

Let K2 = K2 U M2. Thus K2 is a polyhedron with Zv2 and M2 as disjoint sub-

polyhedra.

A little checking shows that gx\K2 is a nice map. Therefore, we may use

Taming Lemma 2.2 in order to obtain a small push P2 j  of (Q, gx{K2))

such that:

(i) P2tXgx\K2: K2 -*■ E% is piecewise linear,

(ii) P2 i^i|Zi2 is in general position with respect to £2|Z2, and

(iii) P2'1|g1(M2)=l.

Thus we may easily construct g2X: M -> Q as an extension of P21 ° gx\K2

and £2|Z2. This ̂ 2 j together withP21 will satisfy the Little Induction hypothe-

sis for i = 2 and / = 1.

Step i = 2. Conclusion. All that remains is to "correct" the intersection of

g2tX{B2)v/ithg2x{M2).

One may use an argument which is similar to the beginning of Step i = 2 in

order to show that we may assume without loss of generality that:

(i) The singularities of g2¡x\K2 U Z2 intersect B2 (as well as Z2) as a sub-

polyhedron of Z2.

(ü) Let K"2 = {B"2 n Int Nx ) U Z2. Then g2 x \K'2 :K2-^E^EQisa piecewise

linear map.

As a consequence of equation (5.1) there exists a closed neighborhood U2

of L?2,!£2,1(^2')] n B2 n N2 such that U2 O {Sx U Zli2 U (M - Nx)) = 0 and

ZiT2 U U2 is a combinatorial submanifold of Z2. (Remember that Sx is the singu-

larities of gx\Nx.)
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Remark.   We only need the dimension restriction m < (2/3)c7 - (1/3) in

order to obtain this set i72 via equation (5.1).

Let K2 he a subpolyhedron of I2 such that

(£/2 U M2 U B'2) C>N2E K"2 C (U2 U M2 U B'2) l~l A,.

Since g2ti\K2 = P2yXgx\K2, we see that g2X is a nice map of K2 into E\.

Therefore there is a push F2 of (E^,g2 X(U2)) such that

P2g2,i\U2: t*72 —*■ E% C g is piecewise linear,

i»alft.iOfr-K|)U(JV1-^)-l,

P2g2,i\U2 is in general position with respect to g2,\M2.

A little checking will show that the desired map is

(g2>x(x),      xE(M-Nx)UI2,
S2(x) = {

\P2g2¡1{x), XENX.

This completes Step í = 2.

Step /=3. Beginning.  This is essentially the same as the beginning of

Step i = 2. Thus we obtain a piecewise linear map g3: I3 —> Ff such that

0) £3(^3 - M'3) n £2(S2 - M3) O A3 = 0, and without loss of generality

that

(ii) S2 n I3 is a subpolyhedron of /^,

(iii) ¿r3|M3=£2|M3,

where S2 is the set of singularities of g2\N2.

Step i = 3, / = 1. This is essentiaUy the same as Step i = 2 and / = 1 for

Ix n A2 and I3 instead of Ix and I2, respectively. Some minor problems appear

at Ix n 9A2. These problems should be ignored since Ix n 9A2 C Ufc>i Ik,

and hence these bad points wül automatically disappear later.

Step / = 3 and j = 2. Let K3 2 he a subpolyhedron of I3 U (M2 - (I3 UB3))

such that I3 U M2 - B3 C K3 2. We observe that g3 X\K3 2 is a nice map of

.if3 2 into F|. Hence, as before without loss of generality, we temporarily assume

that g3 j IK3 2 is piecewise linear.

Let K3 2 be a polyhedron which "approximates" (72 - 73) U M3 namely

^3 j is a subpolyhedron of [72 — (f3 UJ3)] UM3 which contains (I2 - l'3)UM3.

We see that £3 X\K3 2 is a nice map.  Hence the Taming Lemma 2.2 applies.

Therefore there is a pushF3 2 on (Q,g3 X(I2 - M3)) such that

0) P3,2^3,11-^3,2 is piecewise linear;

(«) ^3.1(^3)=!;

(üi) P3 2g3 X\K3 2 is in general position with respect to g3\I3.

The reader may now easüy finish the construction of g3 2: M-*- Q as an

extension of P3 2 ° g3 X\K3 2 and g3 X\I3; this^32 together withF32 above
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will satisfy the conditions of the Little Induction for i = 3 and / = 2.

Step i = 3. Conclusion.  This is essentially the same as the conclusion of

Step i = 2.

This completes the proof of Step i - 3 of the Big Induction.

By continuing in this manner the proof of the General Position Lemma will

be completed. All the steps in each of the following collections are essentially

the same:

(i)  Beginning of Step i, i>2,

(ii) Steps/= 1 for i>2,

(iii) Steps / > 2 for / > 3,

(iv) Conclusion of Step i, i > 2.

Remark on Steps / > 2 and i > 4. We note that

Kq will approximate I¡ U (M¡ -I¡- Nf_x);

K'ij will approximate M¡ U (Zy - I¡ - Nf_x).

There are some difficulties at the boundary of N(_x. These should be ignored

since 3Zv"í_j C \Jk>i Ik and hence will automatically be corrected later.

The final map gr: M-*Qis the map demanded by General Position Lemma 1.

Finally we observe that, since every manifold is locally contractible, if g is

sufficiently close to / then g is homotopic to /  This completes the proof for the

case M is compact.

Case (ii). M is not compact. Here M = U/^i %i where each X¡ is compact

and Xi Elnt Xi+X,i= 1,2,_Let e¡ = min{e(x)|x G X¡}.

So we construct g on M by constructing a sequence of gfs on neighborhoods of

the Xfs with the aid of standard representations for neighborhoods of the X^s in M.

These gfs will be general position maps on some small neighborhoods of the Xfs and

it is easily arranged that d(gi(x), f(x)) < e¡, x E Xi - X¡_x.

Furthermore, since /is a proper map for each integer iQ there is an integer

ix such that f(XiQ) n f(M - Xtl) = 0.

Hence we may arrange the g.'s so that g¡.\X¡   = gn\X¡   for each n>ix.

Therefore the g^s will converge to a continuous function g which satisfies all the

conditions of a general position map.

Again we observe that, since every manifold is locally contractible, if we

keep g sufficiently close to /, then g will be properly homotopic to /.

This completes the proof of the Topological General Position Lemma 1.

6. Corollaries of Topological General Position Lemma 1.  In this section we

shall establish two corollaries of (the proof of) the Topological General Position

Lemma 1. We need and use these two corollaries in papers on topological embed-

dings which we are currently writing.
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Corollary 6.1. Let f: (M, bM) —> (Q, bQ) be a continuous proper map

of an m-manifold into a q-manifold, m < (2/3)q - (1/3), m < q - 3 and let

e: M -*■ (0, I) be a given continuous function.   Then there is a general position

map g: M' -*• Q such that g\ : bM —> bQ is also a general position map,

d(f(x),g(x)) < e(x),   for each x EM,

and g is properly homotopic to f.

Proof.  The Topological General Position Lemma 1 provides a general posi-

tion map gx\: bM -*■ bQ which approximates f\bM. The coUars of bM in M and

of bQ in Q enables one to extend this map gx to a general position map j, xl

defined on an open collar of bM into a smaU collar of bQ so that gx x 1 approxi-

mates / on the open coUar of bM. Let fx be a close approximation of / which

agrees with g, x 1 on the domain of gx x 1. A general position map g: (M, bM) -*■

(Q, 9Q) which approximates fx and which agrees with fx and gx x 1 on some

small closed coUar of bM is obtained by applying the proof of the Topological

General Position Lemma 1 to fx on M minus the domain of gx x 1. Thus Corol-

lary 6.1 is established.

Corollary 6.2. Let f: M-+ Q be a proper map of a topological m-mani-

fold into a topological q-manifold, m < (2/3)q - 1/3, and let e: M -*■ (0, °°) be

a continuous function.   Then there is a proper general position map g: M-*■ Q

such that d(f(x), g(x)) < e(x).

Furthermore if f\bM is already a locally flat embedding then g may be con-

structed so that g\bM = f\bM.

Note.   Here f(M) is still permitted to intersect both the interior of Q and

/(Int M).

The proof of Corollary 6.2 is a slightly complicated variation of the proof

of the Topological General Position Lemma 1.

Outline of the Proof of Corollary 62. Let /: M —> Q satisfy the

hypothesis of this Corollary 6.2. We use here the same standard representation

and the same big and little induction statements as used in the proof of the Topo-

logical General Position Lemma 1. These inductions here have an analogous set

of "Steps" to the previous set of steps.

Step i=l. First push f(Ix n bM) onto a subpolyhedron of E\ by some

smaU pushFf ; this is possible because f\bM is a locaUy flat embedding, locaUy

flat embeddings are locaUy tame and because of the Taming Lemma 2.2. Now

approximate Px*f\: Ix -> Ef by a PL general position map /*: Ix -*■ Ef which

extends Px*f\Ix n bM. Extend (Ff)-1/* to all of M obtaining gx: M-^-Q.

Note that on Ix n bM, gx agrees with (FjT-Ff/ = /.
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Step i =2. Beginning. Parts (i) and (ii) are the same as in the proof of the

Topological General Position Lemma 1.

(iii) First use the Taming Lemma 2.2 in order to push gx{bM H M2) onto

a subpolyhedron of E% by a push Pg which moves no point of gx(dM O M2)

such that

[P^gx(bM n m'¡)] n gl{{sx - Z2) nN2) = 0

and P*gx I oM n Z2 is in PL general position with respect to gx \M2 using the dimen-

sion restriction m < (2/3)q - (1/3) and

Lemma 6.3. If the f of Lemma 5.1 is a locally tame embedding and r <

n - 3, then the g of Lemma 5.1 may be constructed so that there is an e-push P*

such that g = P*f and P* moves no point of L.

Remark. Lemma 6.3 is a corollary of the proof of Lemma 19 of [D] and

the Taming Lemma 2.2.

Now extend P^gl \bM x I2 and gx\M2 to a PL general position map g2: Z2 ->

Z?f such that

g2(I2 - M'2) n gl{{Sx - I2) DN2) = 0

using Lemma 5.1 and the hypothesis m < {2/3)q - (1/3).

Note. g2\bMxI2 = P*f\bM x Z2.

This completes Step i = 2. Beginning.

We would like to use Step i = 2 and / = 1 of the proof of the Topological

General Position Lemma here while being careful that

P2<xgx(bM n (zt - z2)) n p*gx(aM n m2') = 0.

Unfortunately, we do not know how to guarantee that g2 x\d.M will have no self

intersection at A^ — N2. To overcome this problem we shall run through the pre-

vious Step i = 2 and / = 1 twice; the first time we will adjust just the image of

óM n K2 with respect to the image of Z2, without destroying the fact that bM is

embedded in Q, and the second time to adjust the image of K2 while fixing the

image of 3MnZC2.

Step i = 2and j = 1. Let K2 be as in Step i = 2 and / = 1 of the proof

of Topological General Position Lemma. Let (K'2)* =K'2C\bM and ZC¿* = (K2)*

U Af2. As in the previous Step i = 2 and / = 1, the Taming Lemma 2.2 provides

a small pushP*x of (Q,gx((K2)*)) such that P2*,gx\/sT2* is PL and is in general

position with respect to £2|Z2 and

P*tX]P*gx(M'2) U [bM n (B'l U B2 U Z2)] = 1.

Here P¿* x is a 5-push where
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25 > d(gx(K'2)*, gx(bM - (K'2) - B'I -B2- I2)).

Therefore, ifx,.y G 3Mand P2Agx(x) = gx(y) then both x and y must be in

(K'2)* n (bM n B'x).

Now let (K2)** be a subpolyhedron of K2 which approximates

K'2-gxl[gl(Sl^(Nx-N2-B'2))].

Using (K2)** instead of K2 in the procedure of Step i = 2 and / = 1 of the

Topological General Position Lemma yields a small push P^\ such that

P%*xPlxPïgx\K2 - [K'2 -(K'2)**] is PL

and is in general position with respect to g2\I2 and such that

F2**,|F2* ^iK u (™ n (ix ~i2- B'2))) = 1.

By using (K2)** instead of K2 above we were able to avoid moving the

image of Sx n {Nx - N2 - B2) n bM.

Therefore we may easUy construct g2 x : M —> Q as an extension of

P2*P*,iP*gi\K2>   S2\Ii    and   P*tXP*gx\bM.

Note. Since g2X\bM = P^¡xP^gx\bM, it is a locaUy flat embedding.

Step i — 2. Conclusion.  This is the same as Step i — 2 (conclusion) of the

proof of the Topological General Position Lemma 1 with the addition that here

F2 is a S-push where

25 >d(g2(bMn (N2 - I2), g2{bM - Nx)).

This choice of 5 yields that g2\bM is a locaUy flat embedding. A little checking

wiU show that g2\bM was obtained fromgj|9Mby three small pushes.

Step i = 3 and j = 2. This step begins the same as Step / = 3 and ; = 2 of

the proof of the Topological General Position Lemma 1 with the same K3 2 and

also having g3<x\K3 2 being PL. In the proof of Topological General Position

Lemma 1, the remainder of Step i = 3 and / = 2 is just like Step i = 2 and ; = 1.

So we complete this step here by retracing our path through Step i = 2 and ; = 1.

As before, the other steps in the inductions are analogous to the ones we

just discussed. The result of going through all the steps is a general position map

gr: M —*■ Q such that gr\bM was obtained from f\bM by a series of smaU pushes.

If F is the composition of these pushes then gr\bM = Pf\bM and hence f\bM =

P~1gr\bM.  Therefore P~lgr: M —*■ Q is the desired general position approximation

to /. Thus Corollary 6.2 is established.

Added in proof. We mention here two more coroUaries of the techniques

of this paper. We shaU use both of these coroUaries as lemmas in another paper

that we are currently writing.
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Corollary 6.3. Let f: M-*- Q be a proper map of a topological m-man-

ifold into a topological q-manifold, m < (2/3)<7 - 1/3 and let e: AÍ —► (0, °°) be

a continuous function.  Suppose bM — Mx U M2, where Mx and M2 are two dis-

joint {n - l)-submanifolds ofbM, bMx = 0 = 3M2. Suppose f\Mx is a locally

flat embedding.   Then there is a proper general position map g: M —> Q such

that d(f(x),g(x)) < e(x), for each x EM, andg\Mx = f\Mx.

Remark.   Corollary 6.3 is an immediate consequence of our proof of

Corollary 6.2 (just treat M2 as if it is part of the interior of M).

Corollary 6.4. Let V be a proper locally flat topological v-submanifold

in the interior of a topological q-manifold Q, q > v + 3. Let K be a locally

finite simplicial k-complex, k < q - 3, which is properly locally-tamely embedded

in Q.   Then there is an ambient isotopy

[Ht: Q -» Q, H0 = 1}

such that HX(K) n V is a (v + k - q)-subcomplex K2 of HX(K) and K2 is locally-

tamely embedded in V.

Remark.   Corollary 6.4 is a corollary of the proof of General Position

Lemma 3. The proof of Corollary 6.4 is actually simpler because of the triangula-

tion of K. Therefore, here the standard representation of M, in the proof of

General Position Lemma 3 (when M is compact), is replaced by a set of subcom-

plexes [Kx, . . . , Kn} of K such that/sr=U"=i KjEEj,f= 1,2,...,n.
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